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Abstract
In this thesis a C++ vector library is created to aid in the process of simulating algorithm
implementations in vector DSPs. Parallely, techniques for vectorizing algorithms are
studied. In particular, they will be applied to the Schmidl&Cox method for synchronizing
OFDM systems, and its improvement over the iterative implementation will be discussed.
Pipelining is also evaluated as an improvement over the first version. Finally, the library
is used to analyse how different parameters such as noise, levels of parallelism and number
of bits used in the architecture affect the performance of the different implementations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objective
The objective of the thesis is twofold. For the one side, a C++ vector library is created
enabling to perform algorithm simulations on a generic vector DSP architecture. The
idea is to code the algorithms we want to simulate once and to be able to get multiple
results for different system scenarios by only changing some parameters, like the level of
parallelism or the number of bits used in the architecture. On the other side, techniques to
vectorize algorithms are studied an posteriorly applied to the problem of synchronization
for OFDM systems. In particular, the following aspects will be analysed for the vectorized
Schmidl&Cox algorithm:
• Improvement over iterative implementation
• Complexity and costs
• Numerical analysis (using the vector library)
1.2 Methodology
The fact of using a generic DSP architecture model and developing a library of our own
gave us a lot of freedom on the designs and their analysis. In order not to loose focus, some
constraints had to be set. Aside from this, also a specific standard and synchronization
technique were chosen to apply the vectorization and perform the simulations. The
following is a scheme of the methodology adopted:
• Setting the specifications of the library
• Design and implementation of the library
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• Studying different approaches to vectorizing signal processing algorithms
• Application of those vectorization techniques to synchronization
• Analysis of performance and implementation costs
• Use of the library to obtain simulation results for vectorized synchronization algo-
rithms
1.3 Thesis structure
The following chapters start by introducing the OFDM technique and some of its idiosyn-
crasies involved in the process of synchronization. Three algorithms are then presented
which solve this problem. Chapter 4 is devoted to the design and implementation of
the vector library. In chapter 5 one of the algorithms is vectorized using two different
approaches and the performance and implementation costs of them are then evaluated in
chapter 6. Finally, the results of applying the library to those algorithms are presented
in chapter 7 and the conclusions in chapter 8.
3
Chapter 2
OFDM overview
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is the modulation technique for
many standards such as Wireless LAN, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) or Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB). In OFDM multiple symbols are sent in parallel, thanks to
the fact that the channel is divided into several subchannels or subcarriers. Due to its
nature, it is very efficient in terms of spectrum usage, but as a downside it is also very
sensitive to carrier frequency offsets. A good introductin to OFDM if found in [3, 13], but
over this chapter we will present the basics of this technique, putting special emphasys
in some of the synchronization problems that it suffers and its effects. Also, some basic
characteristics of the 802.11a standard will be presented, as it is the one we use in our
simulations.
2.1 Principles of OFDM
An OFDM signal consists of N orthogonal subcarriers, modulated by N parallel data
streams. Each of these symbols is in the form
s(t) =
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
xkφk(t) 0 < t < NT
where xk is the kth complex data symbol, φk the subcarrier of the form e
j2pifkt and NT
is the length of the symbol. Each frequency is equally spaced making the subcarriers
orthogonal, making an efficient use of the available spectrum. A representation of its
aspect in the frequency domain can be seen in figure 2.1.
This structure is particularly suitable to be created through the use of the DFT.
The signals to be transmitted are created in the frequency domain, and through the
application of the IDFT a discrete time signal is obtained which contains the set of
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Figure 2.1: Representation of OFDM subcarriers in the frequency domain
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of an OFDM system
modulated orthogonal subcarriers. The same process is followed in the receiver, but
using the FFT, to demodulate the information. A scheme of an OFDM system is shown
in figure 2.2.
Something worth mentioning in the diagram is also the use of guard bits. In particular,
in OFDM a cyclic prefix is appended at the beginning of each symbol, making it possible
to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI) to affect the system. Such technique is shown in
figure 2.3, where the interval from −∆ to zero is a copy of the last part of the following
symbol.
2.2 Effects of synchronization errors in OFDM
When using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, we face several
problems in the receiver. Amongst others, we have to deal with the effects of an imperfect
channel estimate, of the timing offset, of carrier and sampling clock frequency offsets and
of the time-selective fading [9]. In our thesis, however, we are only going to deal with
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Figure 2.3: An OFDM symbol with its cyclic prefix
Figure 2.4: Structure of the OFDM symbol with the correct timing range marked
two of them, the timing offset caused by the unknown arrival time of the symbols, and
the mismatch in the oscillators between the transmitter and the receiver. As we will see
now, failing to correct those errors degrades the quality of the system severely.
2.2.1 Timing offset error
As mentioned, to avoid intersymbol interference (ISI) and to preserve orthogonality be-
tween subcarriers, a cyclic prefix is usually used in OFDM. This consists in copying the
last Ng samples of the symbol and adding them at its beginning as a preamble. By de-
sign, the length of this prefix should be longer than the channel response, so that samples
of a previous symbol don’t interfere with the current one. What we are left is a range
of the cyclic prefix free of the channel effect, in which we must detect the beginning of
the packet, as is represented in figure 2.4. Failing to do so will cause ISI either by the
previous or the following symbol.
2.2.2 Frequency offset error
Knowing that the received signal is in the form
rn = (1/N)
K∑
k=−K
XkHke
j2pin(k+ε)/N n = −∞, · · · ,∞ (2.1)
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Figure 2.5: Effect of frequency offset
the frequency offset error can then be modeled as a complex multiplicative term in the
time domain of the form ej2piεn/N , where ε is the frequency difference between the trans-
mitter and receiver oscillators as a fraction of the intercarrier spacing (1/N in normalized
frequency). If this error is not corrected, each subcarrier experiences a phase and ampli-
tude distortion and increased ICI (inter-carrier interference) as can be seen in figure 2.5.
OFDM systems are very sensitive to this problem and only tolerate errors of a small
fraction of the spacing between subcarriers without a large degradation in performance.
2.3 802.11a: a standard using OFDM
When modems started to become common several years ago, their intended usage was to
provide a reliable connection between two points. Even though the resources were only
used intermitently, connections were continuous as there was not a simple way to share
the resources.
Over the years, the demand for bandwidth has grown to the point where it is impos-
sible to provide cost-effective continuous connections in many applications. Thus, some
schemes have appeared that allow to share the channel by accessing it only when it’s
needed. The protocol used in our simulations, 802.11a (which is part of the IEEE 802.11
Wi-Fi standard), is one such case, and some of its properties are presented below.
Of our interest, and as shown in figure 2.6, the preamble for the standard consists
of 10 short training symbols, of 16 samples long each one, followed by two long training
7
Figure 2.6: Preamble structure for the 802.11a standard
Working frequency 5 GHz
Number of subcarriers 52 (48 data + 4 pilot)
Subcarrier separation 312.5 kHz
Modulations used BPSK/QAM
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the 802.11a standard
symbols protected by a cyclic prefix of 32 samples. Those two symbols are 64 samples
long and identical to each other. With this preamble design, it should be possible to
detect the packet, control the gain of the amplifier and choose the best signal in case of
SIMO and MIMO, as well as estimate the symbol timing, the frequency offset and the
channel.
Some other noteworthy characteristics are presented in table 2.1.
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Chapter 3
Synchronization in OFDM systems
To solve the problem of timing and frequency synchronization, different approaches have
appeared over the time. Some of them make use of pilot symbols to aid in the proccess,
but others use only the OFDM signal, taking advantage of the redundancy in it to perform
the job. There are lots of papers in the literature dealing with this problem, but we will
only introduce three of them; Moose and Schmidl&Cox which use pilot symbols, and van
de Beek which does not.
3.1 Moose algorithm
The algorithm introduced by Moose [5] only deals with the frequency offset correction,
so the timing has to be corrected before. It is based on sending two identical OFDM
symbols and comparing the phases of each of the carriers between them.
3.1.1 Frequency offset estimation
If two OFDM symbols are sent, we can take equation 2.1 and express it as
rn = (1/N)
K∑
k=−K
XkHke
2pijn(k+ε)/N n = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1 (3.1)
where Hk is the transfer function of the channel at the frequency of the kth carrier and ε
is the difference between the transmitter and the receiver oscillators as a fraction of the
intercarrier spacing.
The DFTs corresponding to the two symbols are then
R1k =
N−1∑
n=0
rne
−2pijnk/N , k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1
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R2k =
N−1∑
n=0
rn+Ne
−2pijnk/N ; k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1
But from equation 3.1, rn+N = rne
2pijε so:
R2k = R1ke
2pijε
And after adding AWGN (Wnk), we get Y1k = R1k + W1k and Y2k = R1ke
2pijε + W2k
for k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1. It can be observed that the signal experiences a phase shift
proportional to the frequency offset. By using all the samples, we can then find the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of ε which is given by:
εˆ =
1
2pi
arctan
∑K
k=−K Im[Y2kY
∗
1k]∑K
k=−K Re[Y2kY
∗
1k]
(3.2)
3.2 Schmidl & Cox algorithm
The algorithm introduced by Schmidl & Cox [8] is based on looking for specially crafted
training symbols with a defined pattern. For the paquet detection a first symbol is sent
with two identical halves which makes it easy to detect based on correlation properties.
The carrier frequency offset is partially corrected and, finally, the second training symbol
helps to correct the remaining frequency offset.
3.2.1 Timing estimation
In order to perform the paquet detection a symbol is sent with two identical parts. Those
halves are made equal by transmitting a pseudonoise sequence on the even frequencies
and zeros on the odd frequencies.
When the first training symbol is received, the first and second half only differ on
a phase shift caused by the carrier frequency offset. If we consider the channel to be
constant during an interval T (the length of the symbol), then the multiplication of the
conjugate of one sample of the first half of the symbol by the corresponding sample in
the second half should cancel the effect of the channel and give a result with a phase of
approximately φ = piT∆f . During the length of the symbol this phase will be almost the
same for every pair of samples, so the addition of them will give a large value.
Bearing all this in mind, we can establish the following metric. Considering that there
are L samples in half symbol, and if we take d as a time index corresponding to the first
sample in a window of 2L samples, we can express the sum of the pairs of the products
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as
P (d) =
L−1∑
m=0
(r∗d+mrd+m+L) (3.3)
And the received energy for the second half of the symbol would be defined by
R(d) =
L−1∑
m=0
|rd+m+L|2 (3.4)
Finally, the timing metric can be expressed as
M(d) =
|P (d)|2
(R(d))2
(3.5)
A scheme of the algorithm is shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Bloc scheme for the metric of Schmidl&Cox
In figure 3.2 we can see an example of what the metric looks like for a real case. Due
to the noise, the metric never reaches the value 1, that is why we have to choose an
appropriate threshold based on a compromise between the probability of loosing a packet
and the probability of false alarm (ie. detecting one packet when there is none). Notice
that when the metric reaches the top, it stays there for the length of the cyclic prefix
minus the channel delay spread.
3.2.2 Frequency offset estimation
The two halves of the first symbol will have a difference of phase of φ = piT∆f which
can be estimated using the result of equation 3.3 as
φˆ = angle(P (d)) (3.6)
If |φˆ| < pi, then the frequency offset estimate is
∆ˆf =
φˆ
piT
(3.7)
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Figure 3.2: Aspect of the metric for the Schmidl&Cox algorithm
Otherwise, the second training symbol is needed and the frequency offset would be
∆f =
φ
piT
+
2z
T
(3.8)
where z is an integer. Once we have partially corrected the error (by multiplying the
samples by exp(−j2tφˆ/T )), there still remains a phase shift between the symbols of
2pi(T + Tg)2z/T . If we then take the FFT’s of the two symbols as x1,k and x2,k, and the
PN sequence on the even frequencies of the second symbol as vk, we can calculate the
remaining shift by finding gˆ to maximize
B(g) =
|∑k∈X x∗1,k+2gv∗kx2,k+2g|2
2(
∑
k∈X |x2,k|2)2
(3.9)
where X is the set of indices of the even frequency components, X = {−E,−E +
2, · · · ,−2, 2, · · · , E − 2, E} and E is the number of even frequencies with the PN se-
quence. Finally, we can express the frequency offset as
∆ˆf = [φˆ/(piT )] + (2gˆ/T ) (3.10)
3.3 van de Beek algorithm
The algorithm by van de Beek [14] is the only commented that does not use pilot symbols
to perform synchronization. Instead, it relies only in the redundancy introduced by the
cyclic prefix.
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3.3.1 Timing and frequency error estimation
In this algorithm 2N + L samples are observed. In this interval, it is assumed that
there is one complete OFDM symbol with its cyclic prefix. If we define r as the set of
samples contained in the observed interval, θ as the index of the start of the symbol and
ε as the frequency offset, we can find the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of θ and
ε by maximizing their log-likelihood function, which is defined as the logarithm of the
probability density function fˆ(r|θ, ε) of the 2N + L samples in r given θ and ε.
As it is demonstrated in the paper, the joint ML estimation becomes
θˆML = arg max{|γ(θ)| − ρΦ(θ)} (3.11)
εˆML = − 1
2pi
6 γ(θˆML) (3.12)
where 6 denotes the argument of a complex number and
γ(m) =
m+L−1∑
k=m
rkr
∗
k+N (3.13)
Φ(m) =
1
2
m+L−1∑
k=m
|rk|2 + |rk+N |2 (3.14)
ρ =
SNR
SNR + 1
(3.15)
In figure 3.3 we can see the scheme for this synchronization method.
Figure 3.3: Scheme for the synchronization using the van de Beek algorithm
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Chapter 4
The vector library
4.1 Objective
The first part of the thesis consisted in designing a library which could be used for our
synchronization problem as well as for any other DSP algorithm. But why there was such
need? Here we will try to justify it.
The idea came as a solution to try to solve some of the limitations in the standard
approach of designing a system. As can be seen in the scheme in figure 4.1(left), the
normal flow implies picking an algorithm or designing a new one and implementing it,
so that we can get some simulation results before porting it to the hardware. However,
this has a downside, namely that those implementations are usually dependant on the
architecture we are working on. For example, in our case this means choosing the number
of bits of the different parts in the DSP (registers, accumulator, . . . ) and the width of
the parallel unit, amongst other things. This poses no problem when the architecture is
defined, but what happens when we have more degrees of freedom is that if we want to
simulate the same algorithms for differents parameters, this often implies a severe rewrite
of the code. So the main goal of the library was to provide an environment where the
necessary characteristics could be parameterized and where it was possible to do different
simulations only by changing those parameters without the need to rewrite any code, as
is represented in figure 4.1(right).
A second goal, but not less important, was that the library should be easy to extend.
This way, more functionalities could be added in the future, like for example the ability to
estimate the costs through counting the operations, or to analyse the timings associated
with operations or memory accesses.
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Figure 4.1: Different approaches to designing
4.2 Library specifications
Once it was decided to do the library, its characteristics had to be set according to the
desired functionality, but also with the possibility to be extendable in the future with
more capabilities. This would allow to use it in many situations while simulating DSPs,
and not only our specific problem.
So to establish the specifications, we based them on a generic DSP architecture. It
had to be able to perform arithmetic operations and permutations on vectors, as well
as other operations between the elements of a vector. Some functions to perform scalar
operations were also needed, and finally a representation of a memory which could be
read/written vector-wise. A scheme of this architecture can be seen in figure 4.2.
Finally we had to choose also the data types supported by it. The first idea was to
include vectors of elements with floating point arithmetic, fixed point arithmetic, and
block float (ie. all the elements are composed of a fixed point mantissa and a common
exponent, which is also a fixed point value). However, as the fixed point arithmetic re-
quires manual intervention to perform the necessary shiftings to optimize the algorithms,
and the point of this library was to code the algorithms in a standard way that it could
be used for all the data types, the support for this arithmetic was not finally included.
One can, nevertheless, use the block float type to get an approximation of what could be
done with fixed point arithmetic.
So, to sum it up, it was needed:
• Vector classes with support for:
– Floating point and block float data formats
15
Figure 4.2: Architecture of a generic DSP
– Arithmetic operations
– Logic operations
– Inter-vector operations
• Memory class with support for:
– Load/store functions for all kinds of vectors
– Load/store functions for scalars
– Dumping results to a file
In the following sections we will discuss which tools were used and why, to create a
library that met the above specifications.
4.3 Development tools
To create the library we had to choose some combination of tools that allowed us to meet
the stated specificactions with as little time and work as possible. One of the requirements
was that we had fixed point support out of the box. After some searching we found that
the SystemC library [11] fitted our needs. SystemC is a C++ class library developed by
the OSCI1 that facilitates the simulations of systems through the use of models, although
1Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) is an independent not-for-profit organization composed of a broad
range of companies, universities and individuals dedicated to supporting and advancing SystemC as an
open source standard for system-level design
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the only part that was interesting to us was the fixed point support. It also fulfilled the
requirement that it should be free.
With the previous election, the programming language to be used was also pretty
much set. C++ has also some useful characteristics that fitted our needs to develop the
rest of the library, like the support for templates or the possibility to overload functions.
The first allows you to create classes with some of their member types defined at compile
time, coding the class only one time and getting as many variants as data types can
be used to fit in those members. The second is also very interesting from the user
viewpoint, as it allows them to use the same name for different functions sharing the
same functionality, even though the data types involved may be different. For more
insight into C++ one should refer to [10, 1], but all this should be more clear when we
see some real implementation examples.
All the code is written in portable C++, so it should work as is with any compiler.
However, it has only been tested and is known to compile under Visual Studio .NET 2003
for Windows and GNU GCC 3.3 and 4.0 for Linux.
Other C++ libraries which where studied and discarded include Blitz++ and IT++.
The former is a library for scientific computing, but it did not include support for floating
point, which was what we basically needed. The other is geared towards signal processing
and communications and it did include support for floating point. However, it was barely
based on those classes of the SystemC library, so we stayed with the original.
4.4 Library design
The library is mainly composed out of three classes. Two of them are for vectors (one
with floating point elements and the other with block float format) and the third one
simulating a memory.
4.4.1 Vector classes
Both vector classes consist basically of an array of elements with some methods that
perform the specified operations. Here is where C++ templates start to be of use, as the
data types of the arrays are parameterized and can be chosen at compile time. Thus we
only need two different classes, one for each type of arithmetics, as their internal working
is very different: one of them has a common exponent for all the elements and after every
operation all the mantissas have to be normalized to avoid overflows in the elements.
Table 4.1 presents a list of the operations supported by the vector classes.
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Operation Description
Arithmetic operations
Vector-Vector Addition Addition of two vectors element-wise
Vector-Scalar Addition Add a constant to a vector
Vector-Vector Subtraction Subtraction of two vectors element-wise
Vector-Scalar Subtraction Subtracts a constant from a vector
Vector-Vector Multiplication Element-wise multiplication of two vectors
Vector-Scalar Multiplication Scales a vector by a constant value
Logic operations
Scalar Assignment Assign a value to all the elements
Copy Vector Make a copy of an existing vector
Mask Select only the desired elements of a vector
Permutation Permutate the elements of a vector
Maximum Value Get the position of the maximum element of a vector
Minimum Value Get the position of the minimum element of a vector
Inter-vector operations
Vector Sum Sum all the elements of a vector
Vector Absolute Sum Sum all the absolute values of the elements of the vector
Table 4.1: Vector classes operations
4.4.2 Memory class
This class represents a linear memory, which consists of mainly an array of doubles that
will keep the desired values. This was decided for ease of use, but as all the functional-
ity associated with reading and writing from/to the memory is embedded in the class,
functions to simulate access to unaligned data, for example, can be added later. The
memories can be initialized empty or with the contents of a file. A list of the operations
can be seen in table 4.2.
Operation Description
Load/store operations
Load Scalar Reads a value from the memory
Load Vector Reads a vector from the memory
Store Scalar Writes a value to a specific position in the memory
Store Vector Writes a vector to a specific position in the memory
Append Scalar Appends a value at the end of the memory
Append Vector Appends a vector at the end of the memory
Other operations
Dump Memory Stores the current state of the memory to a file
Table 4.2: Memory class operations
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4.5 Library implementation
In this section we will describe a bit more technically how all the previous designed
elements have been implemented. We will not discuss every single piece of code, but only
the parts that I consider to be more relevant of each class.
4.5.1 sl vector class
The class is defined as a template with two parameters:
template <class T, int N>
class s l v e c t o r
The first of them being the type of the elements contained in the vector and the second
the number of those elements. As this is the class aimed at floating point arithmetic,
the class T template parameter should be float or double. Technically it is also possible
for it to be some kind of integer type, but unless we don’t need decimals, this would be
nonsensical. The second parameter is quite clear, we only need to use an integer to set
the width of the vectors. This, however, sets a constraint in how the vectors can be used,
as all the operations are defined only between vectors of the same length. So if we try, for
example, to add two vectors with a different number of elements, we will get a compile
time error stating that there is no matching operator for those operands.
The first thing one can find in the class is this piece of code:
template <class O, int U>
friend class s l v e c t o r ;
What this does is to declare all the possible instantiations of this template friends of
each other. Without this statement it would be impossible to access all the private
members of other instantiations directly. Either this or having to access them through
member functions would be very unnatural and would make it much more difficult to code
operations between vectors, so declaring them to be friends was the better approach.
If we look at the constructors, we can see that the default one doesn’t need any
additional parameters aside from the templated ones, and initializes all elements to zero.
However, there are overloaded constructors to allow creating vectors of this class from a
scalar, from a C style array of doubles, from a STL2 vector of doubles or from another
object of the same class. Let’s comment on this last, though, which looks like:
template <class O>
s l v e c t o r ( const s l v e c t o r<O,N>& copy ) ;
2The Standard Template Library (STL) is a general-purpose C++ library of algorithms and data
structures, and is part of the standard ANSI C++ library
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As we can see, this constructor is templated with a different class, to allow copies of
vectors with different element types. For example, we can create a vector of doubles by
copying one of floats. At first sight this doesn’t seem so exceptional, but because of the
way C++ works this single constructor grants the possibility to operate between vectors
of different types. How does all this work?
When C++ finds an operation of the style x+=y (where x is of class X and y of class
Y), it looks for an operator in the X class which expects a right hand operand of type
Y. If we are dealing with normal types this poses no problem as we can overload the +=
operator for all of them. However, in our case the right hand operands are templated, and
therefore we have a huge amount of classes (each different instantiation of the template is
a new one), which makes it virtually impossible to define one overloaded function for all
of them. Luckily for us, if we have a constructor of the expected class from an object of
the rigth hand operand class, it is implicitly called in a process called promotion and the
newly created object is passed to the proper function. To make it clear, if in our case we
had defined in class X a constructor from a class Y object and the operator += expected
an object of class X, first y would be promoted to X class through the constructor and
this new object would be passed to the function.
And this is how with only the above constructor and one definition for each operator
we can mix all the vectors with different types of elements. This is especially useful in
the case of the block float vectors, where each instantiation with a different number of
bits, either in the mantissa or the exponent, means a new class.
It should also be noted that this applies to other constructors as well, so since we have
them for scalar and for regular vectors, we can also perform operations between these
elements and our class as well.
All the rest of the code in the class is pretty straightforward and I consider it needs
no further explanation.
4.5.2 sl bf vector class
This class is a bit more complex than the previous one. It is defined as
template <class Man T , class Exp T , int N>
class s l b f v e c t o r
In this case we need two classes as template parameters, aside from an integer for the
number of elements in the vector. The first one is the type of the mantissa and the second
one of the exponent. Both expected classes should be of the fixed point types provided
by the SystemC library.
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All the different instantiations of templates are also declared as friends, as in the
sl vector case, and all the functionalities provided by constructors are dual to that case
as well, so we will not explain them again. However, there are some extra things that
have to be done due to the format of the data contained, being normalization the most
important of them. To be able to normalize, first we have to know the maximum and
minimum values that the elements can represent. This is determined by the format of
the SystemC types, in the way that is explained in its manual [12]. The strategy followed
is to set those values every time an object is created with the function set maxs().
Normalization of the vectors is the most critical part in the whole implementation.
The fact that the elements have to be decomposed between mantissa and exponent and
that this last one must be common for all of those elements complicates things a little.
First of all, every time there is an assignment or an operation, the new values have to
be kept in a temporary array because assigning them directly to the fixed point vari-
ables would probably cause an overflow and, consequently, a loss of information. Both
situations, however, are dealt in a different way:
Assignment: the new values are assigned to a vector of doubles and then normalized.
Once done, they are assigned to the fixed point variables, togheter with the exponent
that we got with normalization.
Operations: in this case, it gets a bit more complicated. The fixed point types already
implement operations between them, but we cannot do this directly or we could have
an overflow. The solution is to create dinamically an array of fixed point variables
with enough bits to keep the result of the operation. Then they are normalized and
finally written back to the original fixed point variables.
As we have seen, normalization works either with a double array or with a fixed point
array. To choose this the bool parameter valid fx in the function normalize() is used.
There are only a couple more things worth mentioning that intervene when working
with operations. When we want to add or subtract two vectors, they have to be aligned
first. There is a case, though, when this can cause a loss of information if it is not taken
into account, namely when one of the vectors is zero. As the alignment shifts the smaller
vector until both exponents are the same, if we tried to add a zero vector (with exponent
zero) plus a vector with a negative exponent without checking, the last would be shifted
and the less representative bits lost. This is solved by checking before each of those
operations if any of the operands is zero using the is zero() method, which returns the
data member m zero. This member is updated after any change of information in the
vector, and if all the elements are zero the exponent is set to zero as well and m zero set
to true.
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Finally only comment that the vectors behaviour when an element is too big is to
saturate, ie. when the exponent is set to the maximum and there is an overflow in the
mantissa, this is set to its maximum value.
4.5.3 sl mem class
The memories constructed with this class can be initialized empty or with the contents
of a file, by using the following constructor:
sl mem ( std : : s t r i n g f i l e ) ;
As we have commented, all the functionality associated to load/store from/to the mem-
ory is also implemented in this class. The function load uses either one, two or three
parameters. With one, it reads a scalar from the memory and returns it as a double;
when used with two or three, it returns a vector of doubles:
double load (unsigned pos ) ;
s td : : vector<double> load (unsigned fpos , unsigned lpos , unsigned i n c =1);
It works similar to the vectors in Matlab. It reads the memory from position fpos to
position lpos with increases of inc (which is one by default). This last parameter comes
in very handy, for example, if we have a memory storing complex values in the form real
part - imaginary part, one after the other consequtively. Setting it to two it allows us to
read a vector of real or imaginary only parts.
Storing works exactly in the same way, but there is also a function called append
which as its names states, appends the vector to the end of the memory, enlarging it.
Finally, there is a function called dump which takes a string pointing to a file as a
parameter and stores the contents of the memory in it. The format used can be easily
read by Matlab if we want to, for example, plot the results.
4.6 How the library works
To understand how all this is putted up together, we will follow some pieces of the code
used in the real simulations.
The first thing we have is a block of definitions, first for the floating point types, and
then for the different types of vectors:
typedef s c f i x e d<MANWL,MAN IWL> TFixM;
typedef s c f i x e d<EXPWL,EXP IWL> TFixE ;
typedef s l v e c t o r<double , N UNITS> d vec ;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixM, TFixE , N UNITS> b f ve c ;
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The first two lines define the floating point types for the mantissa and the exponent
respectively. The third line defines a vector class of doubles and the last one a block float
class of vectors using the previous fixed point types. With this structure we can create
a kind of a configuration file with all the parameters needed for the simulation. In our
case we could have something like
#define N UNITS 4 //number o f p a r a l l e l un i t s
// r e gu l a r v ec t o r
#define MANWL 8 //mantissa wl
#define MAN IWL 2 //mantissa iw l
#define EXPWL 32 // exponent wl
#define EXP IWL 32 // exponent iw l
Which would create vectors of four elements with the number of bits specified in each
parameter. For more information on what do all this parameters mean, one should refer
again to the manual of SystemC.
Once we have all the desired types defined, creating objects is as easy as
d vec some double vector ;
b f v e c s ome b l o c k f l o a t v e c t o r ;
sl mem some mem ; //needs no prev ious d e f i n i t i o n s
We can also take advantage of templates to create functions. In this way we will be
able to call them using any type of vector that we have created. For example, we could
have something like
template <class T>
void some funct ion (T& vec , sl mem& mem) {
/∗ code∗/
}
which can be called either by
some funct ion ( some double vector , some mem ) ;
or
some funct ion ( s ome b l o ck f l o a t v e c t o r , some mem ) ;
It should be noted that inside the functions new instances of vectors can be created easily
by using the templated type, in our case T, like this
T some new vector ;
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However, as always there is a downside. When using templates, their parameters have
to be known at compile time, which means we cannot create new instances of vectors with
different parameters at runtime. This forces us either to define different types of vectors
to do several simulations at a time or to recompile the program each time we want to
simulate with a different set of those parameters.
There is one last thing to take into account while using the library, and it has to
do with using vectors with different number of bits. When we are working with fixed
point arithmetics, typically we want to store the results of operations with more bits
than the operands to avoid loosing information. For example, we know that if we add
two numbers of eitght bits each, we can store the result in nine bits without having to
round it. However, there is no direct way to do this in the library. Due to the constraints
derived from using templates, we cannot create at runtime a vector class with a different
number of bits than that of the vector we are working with, so some extra work by the
programer is needed to work this around.
To demonstrate, we will use the typical sequence in a DSP, in which first two operands
are multiplicated and the result is added to an accumulator. To allow this, the first thing
we have to do is define one type for each kind of vector we need in the same way that
has been shown above:
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixM, TFixE , N UNITS> b f ve c ;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixMA, TFixEA , N UNITS> bf vec add ;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixMM, TFixEM, N UNITS> bf vec mul ;
If then we define the following vectors:
b f v e c operand a , operand b ;
b f vec add accum ;
bf vec mul mul t r e s ;
We can then get the desired result with something like:
for ( int i =0, i<end cond i t i on ; ++i ) {
operand a = new a value ;
operand b = new b value ;
mu l t r e s = operand a ;
mul t r e s ∗= operand b ;
accum += mult r e s ;
}
Notice that if instead of that we had done mult res = operand a ∗ operand b we
would not get any programming error but the result would only have as many valid bits
as the operand vectors even though mult res is defined with more. This effect should not
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surprise anyone who has ever programmed in C++, as it is an effect of how the language
works. If we take the built-in types as example, we can find the same problem when one
wants to assign to a double variable the result of a division of integer types. If we did not
convert the left operand (through casting or any other recurse) we would end up with a
double storing only the integer part of the result of the division and with all the decimals
lost.
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Chapter 5
Algorithm vectorization
Nowadays, many processors have support for SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data)
operations. In contraposition to the typical SISD (Single Instruction, Single Data), where
data elements are read and operated one at a time, SIMD operations are able to perform
the same operation on an array of data in parallel. To be able to do this, SIMD machines
incorporates parallel data paths in the architecture alongside the typical scalar part.
The advantage of data level parallelism is twofold. From a hardware point of view,
processing a number of samples in parallel leads to an increase of speed of the system
with the same clock speed, which in our field represents being able to deal with higher
frequency signals. On the other side, if the increase of speed is not needed, the system
can then work at a lower clock speed which leads to a reduction in power consumption.
From a software point of view, it means a great reduction in the overhead associated with
fetching and decoding instructions, but some overhead is also introduced when dealing
with unaligned memory.
Algorithms, however, cannot directly take advantage of this technique. For them to
be able to be applied on those architectures, they first have to be expressed in a form
where operations are performed on vectors rather than scalars, that is, they have to be
vectorized.
Although in chapter 3 we have introduced three different approaches to the problem
of synchronization, from now on we are going to use only the Schmidl&Cox algorithm
as it is the most appropriate for the 802.11a standard and its preamble. The correlation
and energy parameters which conform the metric used in this algorithm can be easily
expressed in a recursive form. This can then be effectively implemented in a scalar
architecture, but the recursion present in them makes it very difficult to vectorize them
and attain representative speedups. What follows are two techniques aimed towards the
vectorization of algorithms of this nature, that is, with loopbacks.
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5.1 Look-ahead transformation
The first approach to parallelizing was by using the look-ahead transformation [7, 6].
This transformation creates more concurrency by iterating a recursive equation a few
times. So if we have
y(n) = ay(n− 1) + bx(n)
y(n− 1) = ay(n− 2) + bx(n− 1)
We can substitute the second into the first and get:
y(n) = a2y(n− 2) + abx(n− 1) + bx(n)
which generalized for N becomes:
y(n) = aNy(n−N) +
N−1∑
i=0
aibx(n− i) (5.1)
The transformation has allowed to increase the recursion, which will be very useful
for our application.
5.1.1 Application to our case
If we take the formula for the correlation in the Schmidl & Cox algorithm (3.3), we can
express it as:
P (d+ 1) = P (d) + r∗d+2Lrd+3L − r∗drd+L (5.2)
which rewritten in a causal form becomes:
P (d) = P (d− 1) + r∗d−Lrd − r∗d−3Lrd−2L (5.3)
Considering we have a DSP with N data paths, we want to express equation (5.3) in
a way that makes it possible to apply it to each data path, so after the transformation
we get:
P (d) = P (d−N) +
N−1∑
i=0
r∗d−L−ird−i −
N−1∑
i=0
r∗d−3L−ird−2L−i (5.4)
Extending the results and downsampling so that each value is calculated only once, we
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get for one iteration:
P (Nd) = P (Nd−N) +
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−L−irNd−i −
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−3L−irNd−2L−i
P (Nd− 1) = P (Nd−N − 1) +
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−L−1−irNd−1−i −
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−3L−1−irNd−2L−1−i
· · ·
P (Nd−N + 1) = P (Nd−N −N + 1) +
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−L−N+1−irNd−N+1−i−
−
N−1∑
i=0
r∗Nd−3L−N+1−irNd−2L−N+1−i (5.5)
However, one can see that there’s a lot of parameters common to each branch. In
concrete, each branch shares N-1 terms of each sum with the previous one, so we can
further improve it as:
P (Nd) = P (Nd−N) + xNd
P (Nd− 1) = P (Nd−N − 1) + xNd−1
· · ·
P (Nd−N + 1) = P (Nd−N −N + 1) + xNd−N+1 (5.6)
where xNd =
∑N−1
i=0 r
∗
Nd−L−irNd−i −
∑N−1
i=0 r
∗
Nd−3L−irNd−2L−i and is related to xNd−1 by
the following equation:
xNd = xNd−1 + (r∗Nd−LrNd − r∗Nd−3LrNd−2L)− (r∗Nd−N−LrNd−N − r∗Nd−N−3LrNd−N−2L)
A scheme of the complete algorithm can be seen in figure 5.1
After this last transformation, the number of operations needed per iteration has
been reduced, but we have introduced dependancy between branches which causes this
algorithm to perform quite poorly as N additions have to be calculated in the scalar part.
The following strategy tries to solve this problem.
5.2 Polyphase decomposition
The second approach was to use a polyphase decomposition to obtain different branches
which could be treated independently in the parallel algorithm. What this decomposition
does is basically create M different sequences out of an original sequence, by taking only
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Figure 5.1: Scheme for the vectorization using the look-ahead transformation
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one sample out of M. The simplest example would be to create one sequence with the
odd samples and another one with the even samples of the original.
To formalize this, let’s consider a signal x[n], with the following z-transform:
X(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
x[n]z−n (5.7)
Which we can rewrite as:
X(z) =
M−1∑
k=0
z−kXk(zM) (5.8)
where
Xk(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
xk[n]z
−n =
∞∑
n=−∞
x[Mn+ k]z−n 0 ≤ k ≤M − 1 (5.9)
These xk[n] subsequences are the polyphase components of x[n], which we will use in
our algorithm.
5.2.1 Application to our case
Considering again that we have a DSP with N data paths, we use this decomposition to
obtain N sequences out of the signal. The idea is that in each data path a part of the
whole correlation will be calculated, and the final values will be obtained in the end of
each iteration by adding the corresponding parts. A graphical representation of this idea
can be seen in figure 5.2. So if in our algorithm we perform the correlation of 2L samples
(32 in the case of 802.11a), each of the data paths will be in charge of 2L/N of them.
Figure 5.2: Correlation calculation splitted in 4 components
As one can notice, the condition stated above poses the constraint that the number of
samples in the correlation has to be divisible by the number of data paths. However, in
our case this is not a problem since the last is usually a power of two and thus the result
of the division is always an integer. Also it should be noted that it also sets a constraint
for the parallelism, which cannot be too high (in the extreme, half the number of samples
in the correlation).
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If we apply the decomposition, we can express our algorithm as:
p(Nd) = p(Nd−N) + r∗Nd−LrNd − r∗Nd−3LrNd−2L
p(Nd− 1) = p(Nd−N − 1) + r∗Nd−1−LrNd−1 − r∗Nd−1−3LrNd−1−2L
· · ·
p(Nd−N + 1) = p(Nd−N −N + 1) + r∗Nd−N+1−LrNd−N+1 − r∗Nd−N+1−3LrNd−N+1−2L
(5.10)
where d is again the time index and the p functions are the partial correlations of each
branch.
Finally, we can calculate the final correlation values as:
P (Nd) =
N−1∑
i=0
p(Nd− i)
P (Nd− 1) = p(Nd−N) +
N−1∑
i=1
p(Nd− i)
· · ·
P (Nd−N + 1) =
N−2∑
i=0
p(Nd−N − i) + p(Nd−N + 1) (5.11)
A scheme of the whole process can be seen in figure 5.3.
In the end, this approach is not so different from the look-ahead, but the separation of
the polyphase components allows us to fully parallelize it, avoiding the need to perform
operations scarlarly. However, as we will see, this has a cost in the number of operations.
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Figure 5.3: Scheme for the vectorization using the polyphase decomposition
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Chapter 6
Algorithm complexity
In this chapter the different implementations are analysed to estimate the number of
operations needed and the throughput of each of them. Those results are then compared
to the direct implementation to evaluate whether we have an improvement in performance
or not.
For the sake of simplicity, throughout the chapter we will center our analysis only in
the calculation of the P parameter (related to the correlation). It should be noted though,
that the relations between algorithms would remain the same if we analysed the whole
metric, as the other parameter involved, R (related to the power), can be calculated in
exactly the same way as P only by changing some indices.
6.1 Recursive implementation
As has been shown, the recursive equation to calculate the P parameter can be expressed
as
P (d) = P (d− 1) + r∗d−Lrd − r∗d−3Lrd−2L
Now let us consider that the product r∗d−3Lrd−2L is stored in memory, as it has already
been calculated in a previous iteration, and that the value r∗d−L is also read from memory.
Bearing in mind that all the values in the equation are complex and that a complex
multiplication implies two real additions and four real multiplications, we end up with
the results shown in table 6.1.
To analyse the throughput, let us consider the time it takes for a MAC operation
to be performed TMAC . Let us also consider TADD the time that it takes to perform an
addition. So in our case we need four MACs plus two additions, giving us a total of
4TMAC + 2TADD per sample.
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Operation Quantity
READ 4
ADD 6
MUL 4
Table 6.1: Number of operations per sample in the iterative implementation
Operation Look-Ahead Polyphase
READ 6 4
ADD 10 (4+2N)
MUL 4 4
Table 6.2: Number of operations per sample in both implementations
6.2 Look-ahead transformation
In this algorithm, we can divide the analysis in three parts. The first one consists of N
equations of the form
P (Nd) = P (Nd−N) + xNd
being N the number of parallel units in the DSP. This operation can be performed with
two VADD (vector additions).
The second one, which corresponds to the part that has to be performed in the scalar
part, consists also of N equations in the form
xNd = xNd−1 + UNd
which needs 2N additions.
Finally, the U terms in the previous equation can be expressed as
UNd = r
∗
Nd−LrNd − r∗Nd−3LrNd−2L − (r∗Nd−N−LrNd−N − r∗Nd−N−3LrNd−N−2L)
where all the block between parenthesis can be read at once from the memory as it has
been calculated before and the rest of the equation is dual to what we have seen in the
direct implementation case, only that with vector operations. Knowing that for each
iteration we get N new samples, we can see the results for the number of operations in
table 6.2.
In this case now we have vectors. As all the operations in them are performed in
parallel, it makes perfect sense to consider the time it takes for a MAC performed on
vectors to take the same time as on scalars, namely TMAC . The same reasoning is valid
for additions and TADD. So analysing the algorithm in blocks again we have that the first
part takes 2TADD, the second part, which is performed in the scalar part, 2NTADD and
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finally the last part 4TMAC + 2TADD, which gives us a total of (4 + 2N)TADD + 4TMAC
per N samples processed.
6.3 Polyphase decomposition
Again, the algorithm using the polyphase decomposition can also be analysed by parts,
the first of them being N equations in the form of
p(Nd) = p(Nd−N) + r∗Nd−LrNd − r∗Nd−3LrNd−2L
which is again dual to what we have already seen and needs 6 VADD and 4 VMUL.
The second part is also a block of equations in the form
P (Nd) =
N−1∑
i=0
p(Nd− i)
Note that in expression (5.11) there are equations with two sumatories, but the total
number of operands, which is what we need, remains constant through all of them. So
this can be performed with 2(N − 1) VADD. The total number of operations per sample
can be seen in table 6.2.
Finally, concerning timing this algorithm needs 4TMAC +2TADD for the first part and
2(N−1)TADD for the second, giving a total of 4TMAC+2NTADD per N samples processed.
6.4 Costs comparison
One of the most important characteristics to analyse is the power consumption, especially
when we are dealing with solutions aimed at mobile devices. Since it is directly related
to the number of operations, here we will try to compare this aspect of the different
implementations.
In the previous section we have estimated the type and number of operations needed
for the direct recursive implementation and the two vectorized versions. However, we need
some kind of measure that allows us to compare them, since the first does not include
vector operations. The solution proposed is to establish as metric the total number of
operations needed per sample.
The results for both vectorized algorithms are presented in relation to the recursive
implementation, to better show the increase in complexity. They are shown in figure 6.1.
The first thing to notice is that the number of multiplications remain the same for both
cases and is constant for any parallelization value. This is because the only multiplica-
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Figure 6.1: Increase in the number of operations for both implementations in relation to
the iterative version. LA stands for look-ahead, while PP stands for polyphase
tions needed are those involved in finding the new correlation values, independent of the
implementation. So the only real difference between them lies on which partial values are
stored and how we get the results from them, affecting only the number of additions. As
it is showed, we need almost double the number of them in the case of the look-ahead al-
gorithm, for any parallelization. The worst case comes from the polyphase version, where
the increase in complexity grows linearly with the parallelization, reaching for example 6
times as many additions as in the recursive version when using vectors of 16 elements.
6.5 Algorithm speedup
This section tries to discuss one of the most important effects of vectorizing, namely the
increase of execution speed. Ideally, one should aim for linear speedup. That is, if we
double the ability to do operations per time unit, we can get the same results with only
half of the time. However, real life is not so simple. The problems with parallelization, or
vectorization in concrete, can be explained with a simple analogy. Imagine a worker that
needs one minute to dig a post-hole. Can sitxy men dig it in one second? The answer
is obviously no. In practice, linear speedup is very difficult to achieve, and our case is
no exception as we are going to see. This is mainly due to the recursive nature of the
synchronization algorithm, which makes it particularly difficult to vectorize.
During our previous analysis, we have distinguished between the time it takes for a
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Figure 6.2: Speedup for both implementations
MAC and for an ADD to be performed. However, in this section we will suppose that
both take the same time, so that the comparisons become easier. With this in mind, the
results of comparing the time needed for both cases of vectorization with the recursive
implementation are presented in figure 6.2. The first thing one can see is that the results
are a bit disappointing. The best relation speedup/parallelism we can get is double speed
with 4 parallel units in the polyphase case. However, as we increase the parallelism, this
relation gets worse, to the point where for 16 parallel units the velocity has not yet
tripled. For the look-ahead case, the results are even worse, with speedup starting at 1.5
and reaching a little less than 2.5 for 16 units.
Even though the results are not very good, we can still do something to improve them:
pipelining. In the next section this technique is introduced and applied to our case.
6.6 Pipelining
Pipelining is a technique to increase the performance of a system. By reducing the critical
paths it increases the speed and thus the troughput of the system, and if the increase in
speed is not needed it can also be used to reduce power consumption.
To see how it works, let us look at an example. Imagine we have a FIR filter of the
form y(n) = ax(n)+ bx(n−1)+ cx(n−2), which representation can be seen in figure 6.3.
The critical path, or the minimum time to process a new sample, is limited by the time
it takes to perform 1 multiplication and 2 additions.
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Figure 6.3: FIR filter without pipelining
Figure 6.4: Pipelined FIR filter
If we introduce some latches in the critical path, the number of operations needed can
be reduced. Going back to our example, we could end up with the scheme in figure 6.4,
where two additional latches have been added in the section marked with a vertical line.
This reduces the critical path to only 1 multiply and 1 add times.
In this simple example we have only added two latches, but in more complex examples
more can be added to increase the speed even more. Of course, all this comes at a cost.
First of all more latches are needed, increasing the area of the design, and second the
latency of the system is increased.
6.6.1 Application
We are going to analyse the application of pipelining for the case of the polyphase algo-
rithm, for which we got better results. However, the technique can be similarly applied
to the other case.
If we look at the scheme of the polyphase approach, we see that the last part involving
the additions of the “subcorrelations” can be easily pipelined. When adding the proper
latches, we can reduce the critical path from 4TMAC +2NTADD to only 4TMAC +2TADD.
If we consider again TMAC = TADD, we reach the results shown in figure 6.5, where
theoretical linear speedup has been achieved.
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Figure 6.5: Speedup for the pipelined version of the polyphase algorithm
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Chapter 7
Simulations
After a new algorithm is designed, there is one last step that needs to be performed before
implementation, that is simulating. The objective is to try to verify that it will fit the
requirements once it is working in the real world.
In the previous chapter we have analysed the more theoretical aspects of our ap-
proaches to vectorizing the Schmidl&Cox algorithm. Now it is time to use the library we
created to see how they perform depending on a broad range of variables, and how do
changes on them affect the results.
To feed our algorithms, we take the data from a 802.11a simulator for Matlab created
in the department by fellow M.Sc.E.E. Ting-Jung Liang. The data conforming the stan-
dard presented in chapter 2 is then dumped into a file, which can be easily read by our
C++ application to subsequently process it and get the desired results. A representation
of all the elements involved in the simulations is showed in figure 7.1.
Finally, to set some constraints on the variables we were going to use, we tried to base
our simulations on a generic data flow of a typical DSP, which can be seen in figure 7.2.
Notice that the basic flow of data is a multiplication between two elements and the
addition of this result to an accumulator. This sets basically three parameters for us to
set: the number of bits of the operands, of the result of the multiplication and of the
accumulator. However, in a typical implementation there should never be the need to
round the result of the multiplication, so to ensure this the number of bits to hold its
result is always the double of the operands. Finally, the accumulator should always have
some more bits. The effect of them is analysed in the following section.
So, first we will present how accurate the results are depending on the number of
bits used in the different elements, and finally the emphasis will be put on how good the
different implementations of the algorithm are at their task, namely detecting packets
and correcting the frequency offset errors.
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of the elements involved in a simulation
Figure 7.2: Generic data flow for a common DSP
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7.1 Accuracy of the implementation
To know whether our algorithms are working correctly or not, we first should analyse
how close to the reality are the results we get with them and if it is easy to reproduce
them. So in this section the mean square error (MSE) of the estimation and the variance
of the error will be analysed. They can be expressed as
MSE =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(Xˆi −Xi)2
where N is the number of samples in the population, Xˆi is the estimated value (using
fixed point arithmetic) and Xi is the reference one (using double precision), and
σ2 =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(εi − ε¯)2
where εi = Xˆi −Xi and ε¯ is its mean.
7.1.1 Mean square error
First we will analyse how the difference between the number of bits in the multiplier and
the accumulator affect the accuracy of the algorithm. This extra bits in the accumulator
are called guard bits (abbreviated as G), and they allow adding the results of successive
multiplications without losing information due to rounding. In figure 7.3 and figure 7.4,
the results for the MSE (mean square error) of the calculation of the time metric are
presented for G = 2 and G = 8 for both vectorization approaches. The procedure
followed was to first do the simulations using double precision and then doing them again
but for different numbers of bits in the operands and, consequently, in the multiplier. As
it can be seen, the only big difference between look-ahead and polyphase comes from the
case for 2 guard bits and 4 bits for each operand. This result can be attributed to the
denominator getting with every iteration smaller than it should due to rounding, and thus
giving place to peaks in the metric which cause the MSE to grow so large. An example
of this error is shown in figure 7.5, where although it is hard to see, the energy reaches
negative values, something which should not be possible. For the rest of the cases, the
accuracy reached for both implementations is nearly the same and grows linearly with
the number of bits used.
To get a better impression on how the guard bits affect the MSE, the results for both
G = 2 and G = 8 are presented together in figure 7.6 for the polyphase algorithm. It
can be appreciated that the real effect of adding those extra bits is almost unnoticeable,
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Figure 7.3: Dependance of the mean square error of LA and PP vectorized algorithms
with the number of bits used in the operands. 2 guard bits are used
Figure 7.4: Dependance of the mean square error of LA and PP vectorized algorithms
with the number of bits used in the operands. 8 guard bits are used
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the reference energy and the one calculated with 4 bits
with the look-ahead version of the algorithm
reaching an improvement of only about 1dB in the best case. For enough bits (ie. 8 or
more), the statement holds also true for the case of look-ahead.
Secondly, we can also study how the number of parallel elements we have in the DSP
affect the final result. If the different elements in a vector where completely independent,
the fact of using greater or lower parallelism would have no effect on the result. However,
this is not true for the case where we use block float arithmetic. There is only one
exponent for all the elements in a vector, so it is clear that they are not independent. If
those elements are of the same order of magnitude there is no problem, but what happens
when for example one of them is much bigger than the others? When normalization
occurs, it will be divided until it fits the format of the mantissa. As the exponent
is common, the other smaller ones have to be divided accordingly, reaching very low
mantissa values. It is clear then that quantization will affect severely those elements, to
the point where they can reach a zero value. So, the higher the parallelization we have,
the higher the probability of being struck with this effect.
This problem not only depends on parallelization though, but also on how disperse
the data is. Imagine all values are very close together, so even if we take more of them,
as they are of the same magnitude quantization effect would be small. In effect, the data
we are dealing with is not very disperse, so the overall effect of this problem is not so
important. As can be seen in figure 7.7 we only have a degradation of between 1dB and
2dB when we increase the parallelization for any number of bits used in the operands.
Finally we are going to see the effect of noise in the accuracy. For this simulations
the data was taken entirely from the simulator, so the noise is still generated through
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Figure 7.6: Effect of guard bits on the mean square error
Figure 7.7: Effect of vectorization on the mean square error
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Figure 7.8: Effect of noise on the mean square error
setting the Eb/N0 parameter in it. Again, as is presented in figure 7.8 its effect on the
results is minimal, of less than 2dB for any number of bits. At first sight, one could have
thought that the accuracy was independent on the level of noise, but the results seem
to confirm that as the noise makes data more disperse, it tends to suffer more from the
problem discussed just above.
7.1.2 Variance of the error
To conclude the numerical analysis, we are going to concentrate briefly in the effects of a
few parameters on the variance of the error. As it is shown in figure 7.9 and figure 7.10,
the results follow the same pattern as those for the MSE. That is, for the case of 4 bits for
the operands and 2 guard bits, we get a huge variance in the results for the look-ahead
version. It is drastically reduced if we add more bits, getting on par with the variance of
the polyphase version and decreasing exponentially with the increase in the number of
bits. Aside from the case mentioned, the increase in the number of guard bits does not
have any perciebable effect on the variance.
7.2 Paquet detection
Now that we have analysed the algorithms from a numeric point of view, let us see how it
affects the functionality. We are going to concentrate in two parameters, the probability
that a packet is not detected and the probability to detect one when none is present.
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Figure 7.9: Variance of the error for 2 guard bits and different number of bits used in the
operands
Figure 7.10: Variance of the error for 8 guard bits and different number of bits used in
the operands
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If we recall the metric in equation 3.5, it works in the following way: a threshold is
set and when the metric surpasses it, it means that a packet must have arrived. For
these simulations we used the data from the 802.11a simulator again, but we also needed
some noise source to simulate the AWGN channel. After looking for some code on the
internet, we came upon stocc [2], a C++ class library for non-uniform random number
generators, which included the normal distribution we needed for our channel. Its use is
very straightforward, and the results adhere to the specifications.
With all the necessary tools, we proceeded with the simulations.
7.2.1 Missed packets
To simulate the reception of packets, a frame was created with several zero samples in
the beginning, the packet itself, and some more zero samples in the end. Some noise
was added depending on the SNR, and the result was sent to the detector. The packet
is detected in the instant the metric crosses a set threshold, and is considered a correct
detection if this instant lies in the interval between the real beginning of the packet
plus/minus the number of samples in the cyclic prefix (in our case 32).
We simulated both implementations of the algorithms for differents thresholds, num-
ber of bits and noise levels. However, for an SNR of 10dB the probability of missing
a packet (1 − Pd) dropped too fast when decreasing the threshold, making it virtually
impossible to get representative statistics with a reasonable number of simulations. To
get an idea, for a threshold of 0.75 we had already probabilities below 10−4.
For an SNR of 5dB the results are substantially different. For the look-ahead algo-
rithm, they are presented in figure 7.11. As it was expected, for operands of only 4 bits
the error we detected in the previous analysis is reflected in a probability of missing pack-
ets of nearly 1 for any threshold. From 6 bits on, the probability decreases until reaching
values near 0.1 for a threshold of 0.60. For the polyphase algorithm, the results are pre-
sented in figure 7.12. As we can see, they are very similar with those of the look-ahead,
only that in this case it performs better with only 4 bits.
One unexpected behaviour in both cases is that we get the best overall results for the
cases where less bits are used and no evident error is occuring. A feasible explanation
lies in the nature of the metric used in combination with the fact that quantization is
performed through truncating. If we recall the metric in equation 3.5, the numerator is
a correlation and the denominator an energy. If, for the sake of simplicity, we take only
two complex samples in the form a+ jb and c+ jd, we can express it as
M =
(ac+ bd)2 + (ad− bc)2
(c2 + d2)2
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Figure 7.11: Missing packet probability for the look-ahead algorithm
Figure 7.12: Missing packet probability for the polyphase algorithm
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where truncating has no definite effect on the numerator, as there are additions and
subtractions of positive and negative values, but it definitely renders the energy lower
than it really is. As a result, we end up with a metric bigger than it should be, with
the net effect of increasing the probabilities of the packet being detected. This trend
seems to be corroborated also by the results of the false alarms which are presented in
the following section.
7.2.2 False alarms
To estimate the probability of false alarms, a slightly different approach was used, because
had we taken the frames used in the previous section and considered a false alarm if
a packet was detected in the interval of the first zero samples, the result would have
depended on the number of them. So to overcome this, frames consisting only of zero
samples plus noise were used. The probability of a false alarm is then, independent on
the number of samples.
Again, the simulations are performed dependant on the threshold and the number of
bits, but only for an SNR of 5dB. In the figure 7.13 the results for the look-ahead version
are presented. It should come as no surprise that the results for 4 bits are of nearly 1,
while for more bits they start at 0.1 for a threshold of 0.1 and decrease below 10−4. Once
more, the results for the polyphase version are very similar, as can be seen in figure 7.14,
but much better for a low number of bits. It should be noted that in both cases we get
the best results for the highest number of bits. The result is in concordance with the
phenomena presented above, for which the metric used reaches higher values for lower
number of bits and thus increasing the probabilities of a false alarm in this case.
7.3 Frequency offset
In this last section we are going to analyse how the frequency error correction algorithm
performs. To simulate the mismatch in the frequency of the sender and receiver oscillators
and the Doppler effect, the samples are multplied by an exponent of the form ej2pi∆fTb ,
where ∆f is the frequency error and Tb is the time base created by the division of the
sample index and the sampling frequency.
Recalling equation 3.8, we see that it is composed of two parts. However, as it was
stated we only need the first one if we can assess that |φˆ| < pi or, in other therms, that
the following is true:
∆ˆf ≤ 1
2piPTs
where P is the period of the short preamble symbols, 16 in our case, and Ts is the sampling
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Figure 7.13: Probability of false alarm for the look-ahead algorithm
Figure 7.14: Probability of false alarm for the polyphase algorithm
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period, equal to 50ns, giving the condition that the frequency error must be smaller
than 625kHz. For the 802.11a standard the maximum frequency oscillator mismatch is
of 212kHz and the Doppler effect is negligible for this frequency and speed [4] so the
condition stated above is ensured and thus the frequency error estimation is φˆ/piT .
The next problem to solve was how to find the phase of a complex number, and it is
commented in the following section.
7.3.1 CORDIC algorithm
The proposed solution to finding the phase of a complex number was to use the CORDIC
(COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer) algorithm, due to its low cost and its easyness
to implement. As we will see, however, we might need to use another approach if we
wanted more speed.
The algorithm improves its accuracy with the number of iterations, so the first thing
to do was to analyse how the change of this parameter influenced the results. The
simulations are performed for two different phases, to see if its magnitude influences the
accuracy of the algorithm. In figure 7.15 the relative error of the estimated frequency
error for a phase of 0.005 radians is presented. As we can see, we need close to 15
iterations to grant an error lower than 1%. The strange behaviour of the curve is due to
the nature of the algorithm, which converges to the real value by jumping each time a
smaller phase. For a bigger value of the phase, 0.503 radians, the relative error shrinks
faster reaching an equivalent accuracy for less than 10 iterations. The complete result
can be seen in figure 7.16.
7.3.2 Error on frequency offset estimation
Finally, the CORDIC is applied in conjunction with the correlator to perform a simulation
of the frequency offset error correction. A broad range of frequencies in analized, up to
more than 30 kHz, for the mismatch between the sender and the receiver. In the results,
the relative error for the estimation of this mismatch is presented.
Results were obtained in absence of noise and for an SNR of 10dB. For the CORDIC
algorithm, 15 iterations were used, because the phases involved in that range of frequen-
cies are small enough to resemble the first case presented above. The results for the
simulations without noise are presented in figure 7.17, where it can be seen that for 6 bits
or more we already get errors below 5% which is more than enough for the algorithm to
perform correctly. Even for only 4 bits, we only get big relative errors for small frequen-
cies. That means that the absolute error after correction is still small enough to allow for
a proper demodulation. One last thing to note is that although the accuracy oscillates
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Figure 7.15: Relative error for the CORDIC algorithm for φ = 0.005
Figure 7.16: Relative error for the CORDIC algorithm for φ = 0.503
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Figure 7.17: Relative error for the estimation of frequency mismatch in absense of noise
with the frequency, the tendency is to increase the bigger this frequency is.
For the case of an SNR of 10dB, the results are shown in figure 7.18. The accuracy is
similar to where we had no noise for few bits but much worse for the case of, for example,
12 bits. This fact suggests that the algorithm is quite sensitive to noise. In effect, when
we are dealing with small phases, a little change in the imaginary part of the calculated
metric can account for bigger errors when converted to frequency.
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Figure 7.18: Relative error for the estimation of frequency mismatch for an SNR of 10dB
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Chapter 8
Summary
In this thesis a library aimed at simulating a generic architecture of DSPs has been devel-
oped. Specific features of C++, such as templates, have been used to ensure reusability
of the code and special emphasys has been put on flexibility and the possibility to extend
it.
As a second objective, two different approaches to the problem of vectorizing the al-
gorithm of Schmidl&Cox for the synchronization of ODFM systems have been analysed.
The techniques used involved the look-ahead transformation and the polyphase decompo-
sition, with a modification of that last one to include pipelining, and their improvement
over the iterative implementation has been compared.
The results show a superiority on the case of the polyphase decomposition. Not only it
is faster for the same levels of parallelism, but also it performs better in terms of accuracy
for a low number of bits. However, it needs more operations per sample to attain the
results, with the increase in power consumption it represents. If representative speedups
are required, though, none of those approaches are enough, and this is were pipelining
comes into use. For the price of more area occupied in the design and an increase in the
latency, a theoretical linear speedup can be reached.
Afterwards, the developed library has been used to analyse numerically both ap-
proaches, for different conditions of noise, levels of parallelism and number of bits in the
architecture. The results indicate that neither the level of noise nor the number of guard
bits used in the architecture have a great effect on the precision and accuracy of the
algorithms. The level of parallelism influence in the result is also very little. What we
are left, is that the single most important parameter in our design is the number of bits
used for each element in the vector. For the look-ahead version we need at the very least
six bits, while for the polyphase the minimum should be four.
Concerning the performance of the packet detector, the results obtained do not differ
a lot for enough bits in both algorithms. However, the results are highly dependant on
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the level of noise. Meanwhile for the case of an SNR of 10dB we get probabilities of
missing packets lower than 10−4 for thresholds of 0.75, if we increase the noise levels to
reach an SNR of 5dB we need tresholds as low as 0.6 to reach probabilities of only 10−1.
The probability of false alarms could not be studied at those thresholds because for values
of 0.30 it was already below 10−3 for the same noise level.
Finally, the frequency error correction was analysed. The CORDIC algorithm used
in the process performed well, but for a big number of iterations, which introduces a
big delay in the system. To overcome this problem other more hardware demanding
techniques such as power series should be studied. The overall process works very well
for as few as 6 bits, but it is very sensitive to noise.
As a side note, there are many other situations and aspects from the algorithms and
their implementations that could be analysed. That is what the library was created for,
and as a suggestion for the future it would be nice to implement support for control-
ling memory resources and counting automatically the number of operations performed,
amongst many others.
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Appendix A
Vector library reference
A.1 sl vector class
A.1.1 Template Definition
It is defined as: template <class T, int N>
T - type of the elements.
N - number of elements in the vector.
A.1.2 Constructors
• sl vector () - default constructor, with no parameters. All elements are initialized
to zero.
• sl vector (double scalar) - constructor from a scalar. All elements are initialized
to that value.
• sl vector (double init vec []) - constructor from a C style array of doubles. Must
be of the same size or larger than the vector.
• sl vector (std :: vector<double> init vec) - constructor from a STL vector of dou-
bles.
• sl vector (const sl vector<O,N>& copy) - constructor from another instantiation
of the template. The only constraint is that they need to be of the same length.
A.1.3 Arithmetic and logic operators
The following operators return a reference to the left side operand (this should be ex-
pressed in a better way probably!).
• sl vector<T,N>& operator=(double scalar) - assignment operator from a scalar.
As in the constructor, all the elements are set to this value.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator=(double vec[]) - assignment from a C style array.
Again, it must be of the same size or larger than the vector.
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• sl vector<T,N>& operator=(std::vector<double> vec) - assignment from a STL
vector of doubles.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator=(const sl vector<O,N>& other) - assignment from
other instantiations of the template.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator+=(const sl vector<T,N>& other) - element wise ad-
dition. The right side operand can be a scalar, a vector or another instantiation of
the class.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator−=(const sl vector<T,N>& other) - element wise sub-
traction. It works in the same way as the addition.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator∗=(const sl vector<T,N>& other) - element wise mul-
tiplication. It follows the same behaviour as addition and subtraction.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator−() - negation operator. All elements in the vector
are negated.
• sl vector<T,N>& operator&=(const bool mask[]) - mask operator. The result-
ing vector has its elements unchanged or set to zero depending on wether the mask
element is true or false respectively.
A.1.4 Dealing with elements
• const T operator[](unsigned pos) const - select an element from the vector.
• const double get double(unsigned pos) const - returns the double representa-
tion of the selected element of the vector.
• void set elem(unsigned pos, double val) - sets an element in the chosen position.
Both values are set (double and the one selected as a template parameter).
• void set double(unsigned pos, double val) - sets the double value of the selected
element.
• void permut(unsigned pvec[]) - to perform permutations of the vector. For each
position i, the resulting vector will contain the value which was in the position
pvec[i] (i.e. vec[i] = vec[pvec[i]]).
A.1.5 Inter-vector operations
• T sum() const - returns the sum of all the elements in the vector.
• double double sum() const - returns the sum of all the elements in the vector, but
using the double representation.
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A.1.6 Other operations
• int index max val() const - returns the position of the maximum value in the vec-
tor.
• int index min val() const - returns the position of the minimum value in the vec-
tor.
A.2 sl bf vector
A.2.1 Template Definition
It is defined as: template <class Man T, class Exp T, int N>
Man T - type of mantissa. Should be a fixed point type.
Exp T - type of exponent. Should be a fixed point type.
N - number of elements in a vector.
A.2.2 Constructors
• sl bf vector () - default constructor, with no parameters needed. Vector initialized
to zero.
• sl bf vector (double init scal) - constructor from a scalar. The value is extended
to all the elements in the vector.
• sl bf vector (double init vec []) - constructor from a C style array of doubles. This
array must be of the same size or larger than the vector, otherwise an error will
occur. For safety the STL vector constructor should be used.
• sl bf vector (std :: vector<double> init vec) - constructor from a STL vector of
doubles. If the lengths are different the program exits with error.
• sl bf vector (const sl bf vector<MT,ET,N>& copy) - constructor from all other
instantiations of the template. The only constraint is they have to be of the same
length.
A.2.3 Arithmetic and logic operators
The following operators return a reference to the left side operand (this should be ex-
pressed in a better way probably!).
• operator=(double scal) - assignment operator from a scalar.
• operator=(double vec[]) - assignment from a C style array. Again, its length must
be equal or larger than the vector or an error will occur.
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• operator=(std::vector<double> init vec) - assignment from a STL vector of dou-
bles. The lengths must be the same.
• operator=(const sl bf vector<MT,ET,N>& copy) - assignment from other in-
stantiations of the template. They must be of the same length, otherwise we will
get a compile time error (I should double check this!).
• operator+=(const sl bf vector<Man T,Exp T,N>& other) - element wise addi-
tion with another vector of the same class. The right side operand can also be a
scalar, a vector or another instantiation of the class, which will be promoted to the
needed class (rewrite to make more clear?).
• operator−=(const sl bf vector<Man T,Exp T,N>& other) - element wise sub-
traction. Works in the same way as the addition.
• operator∗=(const sl bf vector<Man T,Exp T,N>& other) - element wise prod-
uct. Again, it works as the addition and substraction.
• operator&=(const bool mask[]) - mask operator. The resulting vector has its
elements unchanged or set to zero depending on wether the mask element is true
or false respectively.
A.2.4 Dealing with elements
• const double operator[](unsigned pos) const - select an element from the vec-
tor. It returns a double result of the multiplication of the element times two to the
power of the exponent (mantissa ∗ 2exponent).
• const double get double(unsigned pos) const - analog to the [] operator but it
uses the double internal representation instead of the fixed point one.
• void set elem(unsigned pos, double val) - sets the value val in the selected posi-
tion. Both fixed point and double respresentation are set.
• void set double(unsigned pos, double val) - set only the double representation of
the chosen element.
• void permut(unsigned pvec[]) - to perform permutations of the vector. For each
position i, the resulting vector will contain the value which was in the position
pvec[i] (i.e. vec[i] = vec[pvec[i]]).
Note: the functions get double and set double can be used to avoid losing the precision
of the double representation when working with scalar operations, as the plain operator[]
takes the values from the fixed point representation. The solution is, then, to read the
double value, perform the scalar operation and set only the double representation with this
new result.
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A.2.5 Inter-vector operations
• double sum() const - returns the sum of all the elements in the vector.
• double double sum() const - returns the sum of all the elements in the vector, but
using the double representation.
A.2.6 Other operations
• int index max val() const - returns the position of the maximum value in the vec-
tor.
• int index min val() const - returns the position of the minimum value in the vec-
tor.
A.3 sl mem
A.3.1 Constructors
• sl mem() - default constructor, creates an empty memory.
• sl mem(std::string file ) - constructor with a string pointing to a file. It creates a
memory and initializes it with the contents of that file.
A.3.2 Load/store operations
• double load(unsigned pos) const - loads a double from the memory.
• std :: vector<double> load(unsigned fpos, unsigned lpos, unsigned inc=1) const
- loads a vector of doubles from the memory, starting at fpos and with increments
inc until lpos.
• void store(const sl vector<T,N>& vec, unsigned pos, unsigned inc=1) - stores
a vector from class sl vector in the memory.
• void append(const sl vector<T,N>& vec) - appends a memory from class sl vector
in the end of the memory.
• void store(const sl bf vector<Man T,Exp T,N>& vec, unsigned pos, unsigned inc=1)
- stores a vector from the class sl bf vector in the memory.
• void append(const sl bf vector<Man T,Exp T,N>& vec) - appends a vector from
the class sl bf vector in the end of the memory.
• void store(double val, unsigned pos) - stores a double in the memory.
• void append(double val) - appends a double in the end of the memory.
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A.3.3 Other operations
• void set zeroes(int amount) - sets amount samples to zero in the beginning of the
memory.
• void clear() - clears the contents of the memory.
• void dump(std::string file ) const - dumps the contents of the memory to a file.
• int length() const - returns the length of the memory.
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Appendix B
Simulation code
B.1 Config file
//Conf igurat ion f i l e f o r s imu la t i ons
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗ General cons tant s and parameters
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
#define N SIMUS 100
#define N UNITS 4 //number o f p a r a l l e l un i t s
#define L HALF 16 //number o f samples in h a l f symbol
/∗ RECOMMENDED: UN SAMPLES = 2 ∗ PD AVER WIN ∗/
#define UN SAMPLES 64 //number o f unneded samples t ha t w i l l be s e t
// to zero and de l e t e d in the end
//#de f ine EBN0 10 //Eb/N0
#define SNR 20 //SNR
// regu l a r vec to r
#define MANWL 4 //mantissa wl
#define MAN IWL 2 //mantissa iw l
#define EXPWL 32 // exponent wl
#define EXP IWL 32 // exponent iw l
// mu l t i p l i c a t i o n
#define MANWLMUL 8 //mantissa wl
#define MAN IWLMUL 2 //mantissa iw l
#define EXPWLMUL 32 // exponent wl
#define EXP IWL MUL 32 // exponent iw l
//adder
#define MANWLADD 10 //mantissa wl
#define MAN IWL ADD 2 //mantissa iw l
#define EXPWLADD 32 // exponent wl
#define EXP IWL ADD 32 // exponent iw l
#define QMODE SC TRN // quan t i z a t i on mode
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗ Constants f o r paquet d e t e c t i on
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
#define PD AVERWIN 32 //number o f samples averaged in packet de t .
#define PD THRES INI .20 //minimum th r e s ho l d f o r paquet d e t e c t i on
#define PD THRES END .20 //maximum th r e s ho l d to s imu la te
#define PD THRES INC .05 // incrementa l o f t h r e s ho l d per i t e r a t i o n
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/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗ Constants f o r the frequency synchron i za t ion
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
#define AVERWIN 128 //number o f samples to average
#define MIN K 5 //min va lue f o r the CORDIC a l g .
#define MAXK 25 //max va lue f o r the CORDIC algor i thm
#define MIN FREQ ERR 1000 // frequency error between TX and RX
#define MAXFREQ ERR 31000 //max f r e q . error TX−RX
#define FREQ ERR INC 3000 // increments
B.2 Paquet detection
// D i f f e r en t implementat ions o f the paquet d e t e c t i on a lgor i thm
#ifndef PAQUET DET H
#define PAQUET DET H
// d i r e c t implementation to f i nd the P parameter ( c o r r e l a t i on ) o f the metric :
// uses a vec tor t ha t must be o f the width o f the average window
template <class T>
void d i r e c t p (T& vec , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem, sl mem& imem) {
T r i n i , i i n i , r mid , i mid , r r e s , i r e s ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2+1; i+=2) {
r i n i = mem. load ( i , i +2∗PD AVER WIN−1, 2 ) ;
i i n i = mem. load ( i +1, i+2∗PD AVER WIN, 2 ) ;
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗PD AVER WIN−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗PD AVER WIN, 2 ) ;
r r e s = r i n i ∗ r mid + i i n i ∗ i mid ;
i r e s = r i n i ∗ i mid − i i n i ∗ r mid ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2) {
rmem. append ( r r e s . sum ( ) ) ;
imem . append ( i r e s . sum ( ) ) ;
}
}
}
// d i r e c t implementation to f i nd the R parameter ( energy ) o f the metric :
// uses a vec tor t ha t must be o f the width o f the average window
template <class T>
void d i r e c t r (T& vec , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem) {
T r i n i , i i n i , r mid , i mid , r r e s , i r e s ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2+1; i+=2) {
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗PD AVER WIN−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗PD AVER WIN, 2 ) ;
r r e s = r mid ∗ r mid + i mid ∗ i mid ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2) {
rmem. append ( r r e s . sum ( ) ) ;
}
}
}
// look−ahead trans format ion wi thout op t imi za t i on : P parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void c a l c p (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem, sl mem& imem) {
//we de f ine the s h i f t i n g vec tor f o r any N UNITS
unsigned s h l [N UNITS ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<N UNITS−1; ++i ) {
s h l [ i ] = i +1;
}
s h l [N UNITS−1] = 0 ;
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cu r r x , r new x , r acum x ;
T r i n i , r mid , r mid2 , r end ;
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A i cu r r x , i new x , i acum x ;
T i i n i , i mid , i mid2 , i end ;
A rvec , i v e c ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r i n i = mem. load ( i , i +2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i i n i = mem. load ( i +1, i+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVER WIN, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+ \
2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+ \
2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
// fo r the r e a l par t
// r new x = r mid2 ∗ r end + i mid2 ∗ i end − r i n i ∗ r mid −
//− i i n i ∗ i mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
// imaginari par t
// i new x = r mid2 ∗ i end − i mid2 ∗ r end − r i n i ∗ i mid +
//+ i i n i ∗ r mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
i new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
i new x += mul ;
for ( int j =0; j<N UNITS ; ++j ) {
r c u r r x . permut ( s h l ) ;
i c u r r x . permut ( s h l ) ;
r c u r r x . s e t e l em (N UNITS−1, r new x [ j ] ) ;
i c u r r x . s e t e l em (N UNITS−1, i new x [ j ] ) ;
r acum x . s e t e l em ( j , r c u r r x . sum ( ) ) ;
i acum x . s e t e l em ( j , i c u r r x . sum ( ) ) ;
}
rvec += r acum x ;
i v e c += i acum x ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
imem . append ( i v e c ) ;
}
}
}
// look−ahead trans format ion wi thout op t imi za t i on : R parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void c a l c r (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem) {
//we de f ine the s h i f t i n g vec tor f o r any N UNITS
unsigned s h l [N UNITS ] ;
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for ( int i =0; i<N UNITS−1; ++i ) {
s h l [ i ] = i +1;
}
s h l [N UNITS−1] = 0 ;
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cu r r x , r new x , r acum x ;
T r i n i , r mid , r end ;
A i c u r r x , i new x , i acum x ;
T i i n i , i mid , i end ;
A rvec , i v e c ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
// r new x = r end ∗ r end + i end ∗ i end − r mid ∗ r mid −
//− i mid ∗ i mid ;
mul = r end ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i end ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r mid ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
mul = i mid ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
for ( int j =0; j<N UNITS ; ++j ) {
r c u r r x . permut ( s h l ) ;
r c u r r x . s e t e l em (N UNITS−1, r new x [ j ] ) ;
r acum x . s e t e l em ( j , r c u r r x . sum ( ) ) ;
}
rvec += r acum x ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
}
}
}
// opt imized look−ahead trans format ion : P parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void ca l c p2 (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem, sl mem& imem) {
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cu r r x , r new x , r acum x ;
T r i n i , r mid , r mid2 , r end ;
A i c u r r x , i new x , i acum x ;
T i i n i , i mid , i mid2 , i end ;
A r reg , i r e g ;
A rvec , i v e c ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r i n i = mem. load ( i , i +2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i i n i = mem. load ( i +1, i+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVER WIN, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
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// fo r the r e a l par t
// r new x = r mid2 ∗ r end + i mid2 ∗ i end − r i n i ∗ r mid −
//− i i n i ∗ i mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
// imaginari par t
// i new x = r mid2 ∗ i end − i mid2 ∗ r end − r i n i ∗ i mid +
//+ i i n i ∗ r mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
i new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
i new x += mul ;
r acum x . s e t e l em (0 , r acum x [N UNITS−1]− r r e g [0 ]+ r new x [ 0 ] ) ;
i acum x . s e t e l em (0 , i acum x [N UNITS−1]− i r e g [0 ]+ i new x [ 0 ] ) ;
for ( int j =1; j<N UNITS ; ++j ) {
r acum x . s e t e l em ( j , r acum x [ j−1]− r r e g [ j ]+ r new x [ j ] ) ;
i acum x . s e t e l em ( j , i acum x [ j−1]− i r e g [ j ]+ i new x [ j ] ) ;
}
r r e g = r new x ;
i r e g = i new x ;
rvec += r acum x ;
i v e c += i acum x ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
imem . append ( i v e c ) ;
}
}
}
// opt imized look−ahead trans format ion : R parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void c a l c r 2 (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem) {
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cu r r x , r new x , r acum x ;
T r i n i , r mid , r end ;
A i c u r r x , i new x , i acum x ;
T i i n i , i mid , i end ;
A r r e g ;
A rvec , i v e c ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
// r new x = r end ∗ r end + i end ∗ i end − r mid ∗ r mid −
//− i mid ∗ i mid ;
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mul = r end ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i end ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r mid ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
mul = i mid ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
r acum x . s e t e l em (0 , r acum x [N UNITS−1]− r r e g [0 ]+ r new x [ 0 ] ) ;
for ( int j =1; j<N UNITS ; ++j ) {
r acum x . s e t e l em ( j , r acum x [ j−1]− r r e g [ j ]+ r new x [ j ] ) ;
}
r r e g = r new x ;
rvec += r acum x ;
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
}
}
}
// po lyphase a lgor i thm : P parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void ca l c p3 (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem, sl mem& imem) {
//we de f ine the s h i f t i n g vec tor f o r any N UNITS
unsigned sh r [N UNITS ] ;
s h r [ 0 ] = N UNITS−1;
for ( int i =1; i<N UNITS ; ++i ) {
sh r [ i ] = i −1;
}
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cur r , r next , r new x ;
A i cu r r , i next , i new x ;
T r i n i , r mid , r mid2 , r end ;
T i i n i , i mid , i mid2 , i end ;
A r s h i f t e d , i s h i f t e d ;
A rvec , i v e c ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r i n i = mem. load ( i , i +2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i i n i = mem. load ( i +1, i+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVER WIN, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid2 = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r c u r r = r next ;
i c u r r = i n ex t ;
// fo r the r e a l par t
// r new x = r mid2 ∗ r end + i mid2 ∗ i end − r i n i ∗ r mid −
//− i i n i ∗ i mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
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mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
// imaginari par t
// i new x = r mid2 ∗ i end − i mid2 ∗ r end − r i n i ∗ i mid +
//+ i i n i ∗ r mid ;
mul = r mid2 ;
mul ∗= i end ;
i new x = mul ;
mul = i mid2 ;
mul ∗= r end ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = r i n i ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
i new x −= mul ;
mul = i i n i ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
i new x += mul ;
r nex t = r cu r r + r new x ;
i n e x t = i c u r r + i new x ;
r s h i f t e d = r next ;
i s h i f t e d = i n ex t ;
rvec = r next ;
i v e c = i n ex t ;
for ( int j =0; j<N UNITS−1; ++j ) {
r s h i f t e d . permut ( sh r ) ;
i s h i f t e d . permut ( sh r ) ;
r s h i f t e d . s e t e l em (0 , r c u r r [N UNITS−1− j ] ) ;
i s h i f t e d . s e t e l em (0 , i c u r r [N UNITS−1− j ] ) ;
rvec += r s h i f t e d ;
i v e c += i s h i f t e d ;
}
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
imem . append ( i v e c ) ;
}
}
}
// po lyphase a lgor i thm : R parameter
template <class T, class A, class M>
void c a l c r 3 (T& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem, sl mem& rmem) {
//we de f ine the s h i f t i n g vec tor f o r any N UNITS
unsigned sh r [N UNITS ] ;
s h r [ 0 ] = N UNITS−1;
for ( int i =1; i<N UNITS ; ++i ) {
sh r [ i ] = i −1;
}
//we crea t e the temporary vec t o r s and v a r i a b l e s
A r cur r , r next , r new x ;
T r mid , r end ;
T i mid , i end ;
A r s h i f t e d ;
A rvec ;
for ( int i =0; i<1600+UN SAMPLES∗2−1; i+=2∗N UNITS) {
r mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i mid = mem. load ( i+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i end = mem. load ( i+2∗PD AVERWIN+2∗L HALF+1, i+2∗PD AVERWIN+ \
2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r c u r r = r next ;
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// r new x = r end ∗ r end + i end ∗ i end − r mid ∗ r mid −
//− i mid ∗ i mid ;
mul = r end ;
mul ∗= r end ;
r new x = mul ;
mul = i end ;
mul ∗= i end ;
r new x += mul ;
mul = r mid ;
mul ∗= r mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
mul = i mid ;
mul ∗= i mid ;
r new x −= mul ;
r nex t = r cu r r + r new x ;
r s h i f t e d = r next ;
rvec = r next ;
for ( int j =0; j<N UNITS−1; ++j ) {
r s h i f t e d . permut ( sh r ) ;
r s h i f t e d . s e t e l em (0 , r c u r r [N UNITS−1− j ] ) ;
rvec += r s h i f t e d ;
}
i f ( i > UN SAMPLES∗2−1) {
rmem. append ( rvec ) ;
}
}
}
// func t ion to c a l c u l a t e the M parameter us ing two memories with the P and R
//parameters
void calc m ( sl mem& prmem, sl mem& pimem , sl mem& rrmem , sl mem& mmem) {
int l en = prmem . l ength ( ) ;
i f ( l en != rrmem . l ength ( ) ) {
std : : c e r r << ”Cannot c a l c M(d ) : d i f f e r e n t l ength mems . ” << std : : endl ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
double nom, den ;
for ( int i =0; i<l en ; ++i ) {
nom = prmem . load ( i ) ∗ prmem . load ( i ) + pimem . load ( i ) ∗ pimem . load ( i ) ;
den = rrmem . load ( i ) ∗ rrmem . load ( i ) ;
i f ( den == 0) {
mmem. append (double ( 0 ) ) ;
} else {
mmem. append (nom/den ) ;
}
}
}
#endif
B.3 Frequency error
//Functions to es t imate the frequency error
#ifndef FREQ ERR H
#define FREQ ERR H
#include ” con f i g . h”
// d i r e c t implementation o f the a lgor i thm
double e s t imate phase ( sl mem& mem, int k va l ) {
std : : vector< std : : complex<double> > veca , vecb ;
std : : complex<double> phase (0 , 0 ) ;
s td : : complex<double> tmp cpx ;
double tmp real , tmp imag ;
double est mag , e s t ph ;
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for ( int i =0; i<AVERWIN; ++i ) {
tmp rea l = mem. load (2∗ i ) ;
tmp imag = mem. load (2∗ i +1);
tmp cpx = std : : complex<double>( tmp real , tmp imag ) ;
i f ( i < AVERWIN−L HALF) {
veca . push back ( tmp cpx ) ;
}
i f ( i >= L HALF) {
vecb . push back ( tmp cpx ) ;
}
}
for (unsigned i =0; i<veca . s i z e ( ) ; ++i ) {
phase += veca . at ( i ) ∗ conj ( vecb . at ( i ) ) ;
}
// t h i s func t i on needs to be c a l l e d prev ious to us ing the cord ic a lgor i thm
c o r d i c c on s t r u c t ( k va l ) ;
// s td : : cout << phase . r e a l ( ) << ” ” << phase . imag () << s td : : end l ;
cord i c ge t mag phase ( phase . r e a l ( ) , phase . imag ( ) , &est mag , &es t ph ) ;
c o r d i c d e s t r u c t ( ) ;
return e s t ph ;
}
// v e c t o r i z e d implementation
template <class V, class A, class M>
double e s t imate phase vec (V& vec , A& add , M& mul , sl mem& mem) {
V r veca , r vecb ;
V i veca , i v e cb ;
A r acum , i acum ;
M r mul , i mul ;
double r s c a l = 0 ;
double i s c a l = 0 ;
double est mag , e s t ph ;
for ( int i =0; i<=AVERWIN−(L HALF+N UNITS ) ; i+=N UNITS) {
r veca = mem. load (2∗ i , 2∗ i +2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i v e c a = mem. load (2∗ i +1, 2∗ i +2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
r vecb = mem. load (2∗ i +2∗L HALF, 2∗ i +2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS−1, 2 ) ;
i v e cb = mem. load (2∗ i +2∗L HALF+1, 2∗ i +2∗L HALF+2∗N UNITS , 2 ) ;
// r ea l = r a ∗ r b + i a ∗ i b
r mul = r veca ;
r mul ∗= r vecb ;
r acum = r mul ;
r mul = i v e c a ;
r mul ∗= i ve cb ;
r acum += r mul ;
//imag = i a ∗ r b − r a ∗ i b
i mul = i v e c a ;
i mul ∗= r vecb ;
i acum = i mul ;
i mul = r veca ;
i mul ∗= i ve cb ;
i acum −= i mul ;
r s c a l += r acum . sum ( ) ;
i s c a l += i acum . sum ( ) ;
}
// func t ion tha t must be c a l l e d prev ious to us ing the cord ic a lgor i thm
c o r d i c c on s t r u c t (MAXK) ;
// s td : : cout << r s c a l << ” ” << i s c a l << s td : : end l ;
cord i c ge t mag phase ( r s c a l , i s c a l , &est mag , &es t ph ) ;
c o r d i c d e s t r u c t ( ) ;
return e s t ph ;
}
#endif
B.4 Simulation example
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#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <complex>
#include ” systemc . h”
#include ” con f i g . h”
#include ” s im l i b . h”
int main ( int argc , char∗ argv [ ] ) {
typedef s l v e c t o r<double , PD AVER WIN> d v ; // fo r t e s t i n g purpose
typedef s l v e c t o r<double , N UNITS> d vec ;
typedef s c f i x e d<MANWL,MAN IWL,QMODE> TFixM;
typedef s c f i x e d<EXPWL,EXP IWL> TFixE ;
typedef s c f i x e d<MANWLADD,MAN IWL ADD,QMODE> TFixMA;
typedef s c f i x e d<EXPWL ADD,EXP IWL ADD> TFixEA ;
typedef s c f i x e d<MANWLMUL,MAN IWLMUL,QMODE> TFixMM;
typedef s c f i x e d<EXPWLMUL,EXP IWL MUL> TFixEM;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixM, TFixE , PD AVER WIN> b f v ; // fo r t e s t i n g
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixM, TFixE , N UNITS> b f ve c ;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixMA, TFixEA , N UNITS> bf vec add ;
typedef s l b f v e c t o r<TFixMM, TFixEM, N UNITS> bf vec mul ;
s td : : s t r i n g t x f i l e ( ” . . / t x s i g n a l ” ) ;
s td : : s t r i n g s i gma f i l e ( ” . . / sigma” ) ;
s td : : s t r i n g r e a l f i l e ( ” . . / r e a l ” ) ;
s td : : s t r i n g e s t i m f i l e ( ” . . / est im” ) ;
// o b j e c t s f o r d i r e c t a l gor i thm
d v ldv ;
b f v pvdir , r vd i r ;
d vec dv ;
b f v e c bfv ;
b f vec add bfva ;
b f vec mul bfvm ;
sl mem real prmem , real pimem , real rmem , real mmem ;
sl mem estim prmem , estim pimem , estim rmem , estim mmem ;
s l n o i s e n o i s e s r c ;
sl mem tx mem( t x f i l e ) ;
double sigma = no i s e s r c . read s igma ( s i gma f i l e ) ;
sl mem txn mem ;
sl mem rx mem ;
s l s t a t i s e s t im s t a t i s ;
s l r e s u l t r e s ( r e s f i l e ) ;
for ( int simu=0; simu<1000; ++simu ) {
// c l e a r eve ry th ing
txn mem . c l e a r ( ) ;
rx mem . c l e a r ( ) ;
real prmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
real pimem . c l e a r ( ) ;
real rmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
real mmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
estim prmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
estim pimem . c l e a r ( ) ;
estim rmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
estim mmem . c l e a r ( ) ;
n o i s e s r c . add no i s e ( tx mem , sigma , txn mem ) ;
n o i s e s r c . add ex t r a no i s e ( txn mem , UN SAMPLES+500 , 300 , sigma , rx mem ) ;
rx mem . s e t z e r o e s (UN SAMPLES∗2 ) ;
d i r e c t p ( ldv , rx mem , real prmem , real pimem ) ;
d i r e c t r ( ldv , rx mem , real rmem ) ;
calc m ( real prmem , real pimem , real rmem , real mmem ) ;
//real mmem .dump( r e a l f i l e ) ;
ca l c p3 ( bfv , bfva , bfvm , rx mem , estim prmem , estim pimem ) ;
c a l c r 3 ( bfv , bfva , bfvm , rx mem , estim rmem ) ;
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calc m ( estim prmem , estim pimem , estim rmem , estim mmem ) ;
//estim mmem .dump( e s t im f i l e ) ;
e s t im s t a t i s . set mems ( real mmem , estim mmem ) ;
r e s . add mean ( e s t im s t a t i s . get mean ( ) ) ;
r e s . add var ( e s t im s t a t i s . g e t va r ( ) ) ;
r e s . add norm mse ( e s t im s t a t i s . get norm mse ( ) ) ;
}
//dump the r e s u l t s in to a f i l e
r e s . dump ( ) ;
return 0 ;
}
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